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Model heterogeneity identification aims to simultaneously estimate model parameters and reveal the model dissimilarity/cluster pattern among observations. In recent years, this topic has attracted a surge of research interests and found important applications in many scientific fields, such as personalized medicine, image analysis, and economic study. In this talk, Dr. Zhang is going to introduce two novel fusion Lasso-based model heterogeneity identification approaches, which incorporate the spatial information and balance the trade-off of model estimation accuracy and computation complexity. Our first approach is the distributed spanning tree-based fused-Lasso regression (DTFLR) approach designed for data integration in the distributed network systems. The proposed DTFLR approach consists of two key components, adaptive spanning tree-based fusion penalty for the low-complexity model design and decentralized generalized ADMM for parallel computing. We show that the estimator in DTFLR satisfies elegant statistical oracle properties, and the algorithm enjoys a linear convergence rate. In the follow-up work, we further improve the approach to analyze spatial image data. To avoid the tremendous computation and maintain the estimation accuracy, we develop a fusion penalty termed as the forest Lasso. More specifically, the forest Lasso is an adaptive fusion penalty, of which the adaptive weights are from the average of the estimations over multiple spanning trees. We show that the proposed forest Lasso approach can significantly improve the accuracy while only demands a low computation cost. In the end, Xin Zhang will talk about some future extensions and other related research directions. This talk is based on the joint works with Prof. Zhengyuan Zhu (ISU), Prof. Jia Liu (OSU), Prof Xin Wang (Miami), and Prof. Shan Yu (UVA).
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